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pdf - A ground feeder will
attract cardinals, mourning
doves, dark-eyed juncos,
white crowned sparrows,
and other birds that prefer
to feed on the ground. You
can use an open tray-type
feeder or scatter seed
directly on the ground. Suet
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fat for birds, including
woodpeckers, nuthatches,
chickadees, and titmice.
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far from trees or bushes (so
birds can make a short
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proprietor, learn what your
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... - Window feeders.
Window feeders attach to

your window with suction
cups, offering a full view of
bird activity. They will
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like
chickadees, finches, and
some kinds of sparrows.
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are designed to offer suet
cakes,
which
attract
different
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woodpeckers, nuthatches,
and
chickadees.
Tube
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you start to feed the wild
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different species as you
can.. If this is the case, then
this article on how to attract
birds to your yard should be
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